g	. AGN1 PUR A NAM.
comi»rehea led (14—17).    I  will   describe  uuto   thee   great
Purana,  Agni, containing   the   gr^at   and   eternal science of
Seal tiieni is that which is to be known and proven. Gotama, hoxv-
ever, eaumefetes under this head, besides soul, it associate body, the
external sense, intellect or understanding, mind of the internal organ,
activity, fault, transmigration/ fruit* or consequence of deeds, pain or
physical evil and lastly liberation, making together with soul twelve
objects of proof,
I. Evidence or proof by which these objects are known <*.id demon-
strated is of four kinds:—(i) perception (2) inference of three sorts
(consequent, antecedent and analogous) (3) comparison j and ^4) affir-
mation fcooiprisiiig tradition and as well as revelation).
II.—{«) The first and most important, of twelve objects of * evidence
or matters to be proven enumerated by Gotama, is soul. It, is the site
of knowledge or sentiment; distinct from body and from the senses ~;
different for each individual co-existent person, infinite eternal,
perceived by the "mental organ. This is the living soul Jivatnia or
animating- spirit of an individual person. But the Supreme Soul or
P&r&maima. is one, the seat of eternal knowledge ; demonstrated as the
maker of an things. The individual soul is infinite for wherever the
body goes there the soul too is present. It experiences the fruits of its
deeds; pain or pleasure.
{£) The second object of evidence is body. It is 0e site of effort,
of organs of sensation, and of sentiment of pain or pleasure. It is an
ultimate compound; the seat of soul's enjoyment. It is earUly for the
qualities of the earth are perceived in it.
(c) Next among objects of proof are the organs of sensation. An
organ of sense is deFned as an instrument of knowledge, conjoined to
the body and imperceptible to the senses.
There are five external organs ; smell, taste, sight, touch and hear-
ing; they are not modifications of consciousness (as the Sankhyas
maintain) tat material, constituted of the elements, earth, water, light,
air and ether respectively.
Tie pupil of iae eye is not the organ of sight, nor is the outer ear
the organ of bearing. But a ray of fight proceeding from the pupil of
the eye towards the objects viewed is the visual orgart. Thus the ether
contained » the cavity of the ear and communicating by the inter-
nwxfiate ether with the object heard is the organ of hearing.
Tans tfcc organ of vision Is lucid, the organ of hearing is etheriaL
tfeat of taste aqueous, that of feeling aerial and that of smelling
emrtWj,

